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Rolling Thunder 2
■ Year: 1990

■  System: Arcade

■ Publisher: Namco

Rolling Thunder’s fusion of spy 
narrative, striking anime graphics 
and dampened down run-‘n’-gun 
gameplay (it does feel somewhat 

plodding when compared to other games of the 
genre) proved a massive hit with arcade-goers 
back in 1986. But it was the sequel that really shined 
through as the best in the series. As well as upping 
the speed of the action a few notches and adding co-
op play, Namco actually gave a little more thought and 
variation to the level designs. Its plot, continuing the 
theme, involved saving the world from Gelda: a band 
of robotic-fox-looking jerks who can’t stop themselves 
from continually opening and shutting doors.

Alien 3
■ Year: 1992

■  System: Mega Drive

■ Publisher: Acclaim

Despite having absolutely bugger 
all to do with the plot of the movie 
(we’ve watched it four times now 
and we can still only count one 

alien in the entire movie), Alien 3 showed us 
how artistic licence could be wielded to great 
effect. A multi-tiered run-‘n’-gunner with plenty of 
ladders, it was your job to find and liberate prisoners, 
which, given that the game’s set on a prison 
complex, begs the question: is this game morally 
treading the road of righteousness? Anyway, putting 
all that digression aside, Alien 3 offered a great 

deal of depth through exploration, and despite the 
criticisms of its source material, it’s not only a great 
blast, but also one of the finest movie tie-ins ever.

Nam-1975
■ Year: 1990

■  System: Neo Geo AES

■ Publisher: SNK

SNK’s Nam-1975 is a rather unusual 
beast. Ignored by many arcade-goers, 
quite possibly because it didn’t deliver 
on the ground-breaking visuals that 

SNK had initially promised, it now gets unfairly 
dismissed. No more, though.

Taking its cues from Red Corporation’s single-
screen blaster Cabal – which allowed you to fire 

anywhere on screen when the fire button was 
pressed, or run left and right when it wasn’t – SNK 
decided to take Red Corporation’s fantastic idea and 
run with it. Quite literally.

By adding scrolling to the static locations of 
Cabal, SNK not only greatly opened up Nam-1975’s 
already hectic gameplay by delivering a title that 
played a hell of a lot better than it looked, but it also 
helped to prove that you don’t necessarily have to 
come up with fresh new ideas in order to create 
a classic game. All you needed was to have big 
enough balls to nick somebody else’s ideas and 
simply improve on them.
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